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Good evening, ladies, and gentlemen. I must profess how delightful it is to be addressing you in person, 
and how happy I am not to be delivering my final President’s address, by Zoom or Teams.  
 
I have this afternoon chaired a first and a last. Today was the first LAFD Executive meeting, held in 
person since January 2020, and I was saddened to know that it was also my last as Chairman, and 
President of the LAFD.  
 
I recalled, in writing my address for this evening, how I got involved in the LAFD in the first place. I 
grew up the son of a Funeral Director, and for those of you that knew him, a proud man that spoke 
his mind, questioned decision, split opinion, and did all of it in hope of creating a better way to serve 
the families he so dearly cared for. Sometimes standing up for what you believed in would ensure your 
voice was heard and if it caused friction or provoked a heated debate then all for the better of it, and 
sometimes a little simple question does take an hour and a half to answer. Through his involvement, 
he built lasting friendships with other funeral directors and suppliers and through them began to 
introduce his sons into the Funeral life, through Golf.  
 
The NAFD had a Golfing Society, it still does, and that is what the NAFD meant to me as I grew up: 
Golf. My early memory of the profession was, this is great, they all drive big cars, all play golf and all 
have the time to do it. I met people from across the length and breadth of the country, and didn’t 
worry about who was independent, Co-Op, Dignity, etc. who was President or in charge, but just that 
they all played golf, some incredibly badly. You may think this is a long way round to get to how I got 
involved in the LAFD, but truthfully it was golf that got me in. When my late father passed away, just 
10 years ago, last February, and I as his eldest son, got tasked with running the family business 
alongside my brother. It was those friends I had made through golf that helped me when we needed 
it, they phoned, wrote and emailed support where it was required. They created that wider network 
of associates and friends within the profession that were there when we looked-for it the most.  
 
It is through those connections that I then began attending meetings, first as a conscious observer, 
learning the ropes, listening to arguments for and against, and discussing things one-on-one with 
friends and colleagues in the bar afterwards. As the early years passed, I attended more, began to 
speak up, questioned decision, split opinion and did it all in the hope of creating a better way to serve 
the families we now so dearly care for. Well, you can’t put your head above the parapet in this 
profession without someone suggesting you should be more involved, and I must thank Sarah Harris 
of Cribbs and Jason Downing of Phillips for proposing and seconding me to the LAFD Executive 
committee, the rest they say is history.  
 
To anyone out there looking to be part of what we do, to have your voice heard, express your opinion 
and be part of the change, put your head above the parapet and do it. It is by far the best contribution 
you can make to the future development of the profession and the career you love so dearly; you 
never know you may even enjoy it too. 
 
So, traditionally at this point, Past Presidents of the LAFD have stood here, expressed their 
involvement during the past 12 months, and on the odd occasion 24 months, and retailed the work 
and effort the LAFD has put in to improving the standard of funeral practice across the city and home 
counties. I have admired them all for the service they gave and am immensely proud to be becoming 
a member of the Past Presidents Club.  
 



In preparing this address, I went back through my presidency and drew from it some of the key and 
momentous events that have fulfilled my time. I was, and remain, incredibly honoured to have been 
invested as President in April 2019. Tiger Woods had just won the Masters, Jeremy Kyle was still on 
TV, Theresa May was Prime Minister, and no one, outside of a Chinese chemical lab, had heard of 
Coronavirus. I set out in my welcoming address, the desire to widen the coverage of the LAFD in 
London, and for us to engage more with members. I identified the upcoming investigations of the CMA 
and FCA, potential changes to codes of practice, the importance of engagement with more funeral 
directors and the continued advantages of education. Some 31 months later, I am delighted to see 
where these have come, and despite some reservations towards change, the profession has grown, 
moved forward, and developed during this time.  
 
It would be incredibly remiss of me, not to address the elephant in the room, how as a profession we 
undertook the mind-boggling, exhausting and truly un-preparable task of coping with the effects of 
Coronavirus and the exponential rise in deaths in Spring 2020, whilst working in abnormal conditions, 
with minimal protection, limited understanding, uncertain hope, but one clear aspiration to serve 
families with as much dignity and respect as was possible. To take those grieving families from the 
darkness, and help them through the bereavement process, holding their hand, without physically 
holding their hands.  
 
I mentioned in my AGM address last year, as a funeral director from America explained in 
conversation, that we are the only profession that cares for both the living and the deceased, that we 
did so at potential risk, especially at heights of mass infection spread, to ourselves, as we did what 
was right in the delivery of the care we provide. Some of you will remember images from Northern 
Italy and New York at the beginning of the pandemic, with hospitals unable to cope with deceased 
bodies, and mass graves being dug and filled to meet with demand, and I am immensely proud to 
know that in the UK and especially in London we didn’t need to go to those extremes. Every deceased 
was individually looked after and given the respect they deserve. The work of London Funeral 
Directors during the pandemic, will be my lasting memory of the fantastic group of funeral directors I 
have been privilege to have represented during my term of office. My thanks also go out to those 
funeral directors that also found time to support their fellow funeral director, by sourcing PPE in bulk 
from abroad and distributing it, through serving on the Local Resilience Forums for London and the 
surrounding counties. Also, those who were serving and directing on the management of mass 
mortuaries, and death management groups. Your colleagues owe you a gratitude of thanks for 
ensuring that the work of the funeral director could continue, supported, and protected, when it 
needed it most.  
 
So, if dealing with the biggest response to the largest global pandemic for over 100 years, wasn’t 
enough, our profession has and is still going through changes, that will shape how we provide our 
service to our clients in the future. 31 months ago, the CMA was conducting an investigation, and now 
we are over two months into a new regime and first stage of their response to that investigation. I am 
delighted that we have with us this evening Rachel Bradburne from the NAFD, who we will ask later 
to elaborate on the developments and changes impacting us as funeral directors.  
If a global pandemic, and one regulatory change wasn’t enough, we also have the impending impact 
of the future regulation of the funeral planning market to contend with too. I am delighted that we 
also have representatives from some of the larger funeral planning companies here with us this 
evening, and I urge you to make contact with your funeral plan provider if you have any questions or 
uncertainties about the future regulation. I know first-hand, that the planning companies want to help 
you make the decision that is right for your business and work with you to ensure that you can 
continue to deliver the service you wish to provide going forward. 
 



So, what about the changes, why are some keen for them and some are not. I will admit, at the first 
sight of the regulations, I was wondering, so how can I get away with bare minimum, and I know that 
there are funeral directors that are out there that are stating that they won’t change, and I wanted 
my last address to cover, that it is not the action of what is changing that is the concern, it is the fear 
of change itself. I’m not going to profess to have all the answers, and in no way, am I hear to change 
your mind about change, but allow me the opportunity to highlight where change has occurred for 
the better and actually is better for our customers and the service we provide. 
 
I can only imagine the uproar and anger of funeral directors in 1878 when Woking Crematorium 
opened, providing an alternative option to burials. Or in 1902 when Golders Green Crematorium 
became the first crematorium in London, and funeral directors were required to offer this alternate 
service at multiple locations. Or those funeral directors who became frustrated when churches and 
crematoriums put cameras and screens in, to allow webcasting of services. Or when the Inspector of 
Funerals in Scotland introduced online submissions of statutory paperwork for cremation. I wonder 
what the pandemic would have been like if these things hadn’t changed, and there weren’t numerous 
crematoria, with webcasting capabilities and accepting online submissions of paperwork.  
 
Closer to home, GDPR, workplace pensions, mental health awareness, diversity and inclusion policies, 
minimum wage, all gave us concerns and angst when they were introduced, but we now see the 
benefits of them, and so do our staff, who serve our customers, who see the service we provide, in 
comparison to our competitors and make the decision to choose us over them.  
 
The CMA and FCA are coming under great fire for not understanding the profession it is imposing on, 
but it is our profession that has been so diverse and different, that now we have a change that we are 
all meeting and working towards. Have you ever walked into a shop, and asked the price of something, 
and been told, if you must ask the price, you can’t afford it? Do any of us want our customers, not 
coming into our premises, and asking for us to care for their loved one, because they didn’t know the 
price, so they didn’t come in, and went somewhere else, because they were scared to ask.  
 
Regulation in the at-need market, is not telling you how to conduct a funeral, it is advising you how to 
present the cost of it, so your customer is clear from the outset. They are not imposing how you deliver 
the product, they are your choice of vehicles, your decision on uniform and livery, your choice of coffin 
manufacturer, and chapel decoration, your decision to trolley or carry, page or flank. Regulation is 
providing our customers with the information that previously we weren’t all as prominent to display. 
The FCA regulation of the Funeral Planning market is doing just that too, in protecting the customer. 
Regulation should be nothing to fear. People who drive at the speed limit are not scared of the traffic 
cameras.  
 
Our profession is continually evolving, and we should look to evolve with it.  
 
Looking forward our profession is being regulated and that will mean that there will be further scrutiny 
and challenge on our code of practice and the actions we take as funeral directors. In support of this, 
and to create an independent perspective to the requirements and educational standards within our 
sector, the NAFD have supported and put their focus into, IFSO, the Independent Funeral Standards 
Organisation, a new regulatory body for funeral directors. IFSO will task itself with setting and 
maintaining the standards within our industry. IFSO officially launches in January 2022 and will take 
over the responsibility for all the oversight work of NAFD, meaning NAFD members will see their 
Funeral Director’s Code of Practice overseen by an independent body. IFSO will be working with 
stakeholders across the sector, including having funeral director representatives on their board, and 
will introduce new quality accreditation marks for registered businesses, as they become subject to 
ongoing compliance assessment against our code of practice. 



 
The NAFD have also launched their Five-Year Strategy, with plans for 2022 – 2027. You will agree we 
are in times of change within the profession so having a clear and outlined strategy during this time 
allows for a clearer perspective going forward. The strategy, complete with measurement criteria, 
published by the NAFD is available to members, but to highlight the key areas the plan entails, the 
NAFD state that the strategy is for them to be Inclusive, Progressive, Knowledgeable and Trustworthy, 
and to be an advocate for the profession and its members. I would recommend that you source a 
copy. 
 
The NAFD have also revamped their Training and Professional Development offerings and are now 
providing a wider spectrum of options to members and their employees. At the NAFD AGM back in 
May, it was identified that the London Certificate of Funeral Administration, Cert FAA, would be 
accepted as part of previously completed training for future accreditations. This was very welcome 
news for the LAFD and I know that Michael as Chair of the Education Committee will elaborate more 
later on the developments to our education programme, but allow me to say how astounded I have 
been that even during a global pandemic, and the challenges that created, that students still put 
themselves forward to undertake these qualifications, across different mediums of delivery, and credit 
must go to the students and the tutors for their outstanding efforts. 
 
So, what challenges does the profession face going forward. I have identified the future under 
regulation, the importance of independent scrutiny and the advantages of education and continual 
personal development. However, there are other areas that will impact the day to day running of our 
businesses.  
 
Back in October of this year, the ULEZ area was expanded in London, which will have impacted several 
firms. Emissions, fuels, and resources are challenging the delivery of the service we provide, and we 
face potential up-hill challenges with the requirements for more electric vehicles, greener credentials, 
and safer more efficient workplaces.  
 
We are also faced with increased demand of Direct Cremation. Companies such as Pure Cremation 
are flooding the market through advertising, and across the country reports of funeral directors losing 
potential market share to them, both at-need and pre-need, have daunting prospects for us. We are 
still impacted by the challenges for municipal funeral services, organisations run by local authorities, 
taking away the heart of the service we provide as funeral directors in our own local communities. 
More recently we are conscientiously aware of moves by crematorium operators to begin offering 
their own funeral options to the market. These are establishments that we as funeral directors have 
worked alongside for years, in the care of the deceased, now looking to cut us out of the picture. I’m 
starting to feel that regulation on standards, delivery of service, care of the deceased and 
requirements for education and professional development couldn’t come soon enough.   
 
So, with all of this going on, I feel that as funeral directors we are going to be terribly busy and the 
next stages are out there for all of us to contribute towards and own next chapters in life are yet to 
be written, I’m just glad that I’ve got hold of the pen. 
 
My time as LAFD President has been filled with very memorable moments, and one that stands out 
for me, as I guess has done so for my predecessors, in hosting my Banquet and Ball. I appreciate that 
this was back in February 2020, when just a few people in Wuhan, China, and a Cruise liner in Japan 
had Covid, but the evening will remain strongly with me as a thoroughly enjoyable one. It is obvious it 
is the people that made the event, and I was incredibly grateful to everyone who came, and most 
grateful for all those who purchased raffle tickets and auction items. My chosen charity for the year, 
well 31 months, was Group B Strep Support, a charity close to me and my family, through very good 



friends of ours. I am delighted that we have Lynsey White here this evening, who in a moment I will 
have the utmost pleasure of presenting a cheque to, and I have asked Lynsey to say a few words on 
what Group B Strep Support does, and where your kind contributions will go. 
 
This brings an end to my presidential address; it has been one of the greatest honours of my 
professional career to have served the members as President of the London Association of Funeral 
Directors. It will be my esteemed pleasure to invest Michael Tiney as the next President of the LAFD 
shortly, as we, as an association, part of a larger organisation, which represents us as individual funeral 
directors move forward into the next phase of this profession’s own continual development. The 
future is filled with opportunities, and it is time for changes, we should not fear them, but embrace 
them and ensure that we maintain our own reputations for the care of the deceased, their families at 
time of bereavement and afterwards with the utmost dignity and respect. 
 
Adam K Ginder 
President 2019 – 2021 
London Association of Funeral Directors 


